1. Let the Dirichlet series 00 (1) F(t) = E ft*"*»', 0 < Xi < X2 < • • • , X»-» oo, >-i be convergent for t>0. Let, in addition, the limit (2) lim Fit) = s exist. It is well known that this is certainly the case whenever the series J^c converges. But the converse, in general, is not true, as is shown for instance by the example X, = v, c, = ( -1)', 00 F(t) = Z (-1)'«"" = -«"'(1 + e-')-1 -* -h as t-*0. i
Thus we are led to the problem of finding additional conditions which together with the assumption (2) would assure the convergence of ^c.
Such conditions are the following : [Landau, 6] .
(5) [Neder, 8] .
(6) [Szász, 9 ] .
otto szâsz lim inf minimum E c» = </>(á) -+|â0 as ô -> 0 [Szász, 10] .
2. The proof of (5) can be reduced to the special case X, = v without using the condition X"+i/X"->1. Thus condition X"+i/X"->1 can be omitted in (5). OTTO SZÂSZ [January writing of this paper there appeared an interesting paper by Iyer,* where a proof of this generalization is given. In the present paper I give a proof which is somewhat simpler, and a further generalization. 4 . In what follows it is simpler to use Laplace integrals. We intend to prove two auxiliary theorems which are of interest in themselves. On integrating by parts in (1') and using (2') we have Fit) = t2 f Aii«)e-"du~*s, »->(),
where the integral converges absolutely for />0. Hence
* [5] . In the proof on p. 112 the author refers to his Theorem 4 in the statement of which the "O'' is to be replaced by "o,'' as is seen from the proof.
and so, by (2'), Fi(t)-*s as ¿->0. 
We now pass on to the proof of Theorem 1. From (2') and (11) and, on integrating by parts,
Thus (11) Jx.
E cn+», X"+fc ^ U < Xn+fc+1, Ä è 1» Theorems 1 ' and 2 immediately yield Theorem 3. Condition (2) and (6') imply that^"cv converges to s.
It is plain that (6') implies the convergence of (1) for />0. It remains only to observe that (6') implies (17). Indeed It can be derived from (7), but we can prove it directly, by an argument used above. First we have * If X"+i/X"->1, then (21) is a consequence of (6") as will be shown later (cf. Hence by Theorem 1', (1), (2) and (6") imply E (x -r\i)Cy = I A(u)du = Ai(x) ~ SZ, X -> CO .
x"<x Jo
Next we have
hence by (20) 1 /* (l+«)X" oX"Jx"
and so by (19) lim sups" ^ s + 0(5llp').
On allowing here 5-»0 we get lim sup s" ^ s. Assume the conditions of Theorem I', so that
This and (23') hold if we assume (2) and (6'). Now using (19) and (23') we get lim sups" ^ J + e, lim inf sn ^ s -t.
n-* » n-* oo* Since « is arbitrary, it follows that lim sn = lim Aix) = j.
»-•00 I-»00
Thus we obtain 
